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key.Q: Are there any site with a database of all documents that reference one/more documents? This relates to the

issue of document analysis, most often when we need to find a value that is referenced in more than one document.
Many years ago we handled that in research by manually collecting new documents and creating a database. We then

looked for the value in the collected new documents. Now I am looking for this feature but just do not know if this
already exists. E.g. Lets say we have a company called Company 1. Company 1 owns a few brands, these are the

brands and their values: Brand A Brand B Brand C Brand D Brand E Company 2 owns the values of Brands A-E. If you
search for Brand A you will receive Brand A, Brand B, Brand C, Brand D and Brand E. Is there some kind of a site where
you can add values and any company (which owns them) receive these values when you search? In our case the values
are the brands and the terms, where we search for Brands A-E. A: You can take a look at the Linked Open Data dataset,
in which many types of linked data are made available. Here is a link to the global Web of Data, on which your proposed

query would be language agnostic. If you are interested in value-based name recommendations, then you can take a
look at Netlogo, as suggested by @Renato Ramos. You can also take a look at Identifyya for example. I would be happy
to add some other useful resources to the list, if you are willing to subscribe to our R&D blog. Q: How to download a file
from a UIWebview without being trapped in the webview? I don't have permission to host a web page that contains a

download link, so I want to
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